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 Chicago Sun-Times, Cubs seek one-run wins, ‘rhythm,’ sunbeams and space heaters in early going 
https://chicago.suntimes.com/sports/cubs-seek-one-run-wins-rhythm-sunbeams-and-space-
heaters-in-early-going/  

 

 Chicago Sun-Times, Cubs’ Willson Contreras meets Yadi Molina for 1st time since 
‘misunderstanding’ 
https://chicago.suntimes.com/sports/cubs-willson-contreras-yadier-molina-cardinals-
misunderstanding-controversy-clint-hurdle/  
 

 Chicago Sun-Times, Cubs’ Ben Zobrist scratched from lineup with sore back on day Rizzo returns 
https://chicago.suntimes.com/sports/cubs-ben-zobrist-scratched-from-lineup-with-sore-back-on-
day-rizzo-returns/  
 

 Chicago Sun-Times, Cubs’ Anthony Rizzo calls his shorter-season, pay-cut comments ‘my opinion’ 
https://chicago.suntimes.com/sports/cubs-anthony-rizzo-calls-his-shorter-season-pay-cut-
comments-my-opinion/  

 

 Daily Herald, Short night for Chicago Cubs' Chatwood 
http://www.dailyherald.com/sports/20180417/short-night-for-chicago-cubs-chatwood  

 

 Daily Herald, Weather or not, it's been an early grind for Chicago Cubs 
http://www.dailyherald.com/sports/20180417/weather-or-not-its-been-an-early-grind-for-chicago-
cubs  

 

 The Athletic, Sharma: Like the weather, the Cubs have to get better eventually 
https://theathletic.com/319135/2018/04/18/sharma-like-the-weather-the-cubs-have-to-get-better-
eventually/  

 

 The Athletic, After all the stops and starts to this season, Cardinals begin reality check for Cubs 
https://theathletic.com/319169/2018/04/18/after-all-the-stops-and-starts-to-this-season-cardinals-
begin-reality-check-for-cubs/  

 

 The Athletic, Imperfect science: Jed Hoyer admits Cubs are in no-win situation with Wrigley 
weather decisions 
https://theathletic.com/318875/2018/04/17/imperfect-science-jed-hoyer-admits-cubs-are-in-no-
win-situation-with-wrigley-weather-decisions/  
 

 Cubs.com, Baez's bat not enough to bail out Chatwood 
https://www.mlb.com/cubs/news/javier-baez-homers-in-cubs-loss-to-cardinals/c-272600970  
 

 Cubs.com, Zobrist a late scratch with tightness in back 
https://www.mlb.com/cubs/news/ben-zobrist-scratched-with-tight-back/c-272600760  
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 Cubs.com, Cubs activate Rizzo to face Cardinals 
https://www.mlb.com/cubs/news/anthony-rizzo-activated-vs-cardinals/c-272444300  

 

 ESPNChicago.com, Cubs GM Jed Hoyer disappointed in rotation's struggles 
http://www.espn.com/mlb/story/_/id/23224618/chicago-cubs-general-manager-jed-hoyer-
disappointed-starting-rotation-struggles-continue  

 

 ESPNChicago.com, Anthony Rizzo OK with taking pay cut for fewer games: 'We play too much 
baseball' 
http://www.espn.com/mlb/story/_/id/23218530/anthony-rizzo-chicago-cubs-ok-taking-pay-cut-
fewer-games-says-play-too-much-baseball  

 

 NBC Sports Chicago, How does baseball fix weather issues? Cubs have ideas, but there probably is 
no solution 
http://www.nbcsports.com/chicago/cubs/mlb-how-does-baseball-fix-weather-issues-cubs-have-
ideas-there-probably-no-solution-schedule-cardinals  

 

 NBC Sports Chicago, Tyler Chatwood channels his inner Greg Maddux with an absolutely gross 
pitch 
http://www.nbcsports.com/chicago/cubs/tyler-chatwood-channels-his-inner-greg-maddux-
absolutely-gross-pitch  

 

 NBC Sports Chicago, Anthony Rizzo's plan for managing his back issues moving forward 
http://www.nbcsports.com/chicago/cubs/anthony-rizzos-plan-managing-his-back-issues-moving-
forward-cardinals-maddon-disabled-list  

 

 Chicago Tribune, Cubs' choppy start to season continues with 5-3 loss to Cardinals 
http://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/cubs/ct-spt-cubs-cardinals-20180417-story.html  
 

 Chicago Tribune, Anthony Rizzo lightens comments calling for fewer games: 'It's just me talking as 
a normal person' 
http://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/cubs/ct-spt-cubs-anthony-rizzo-fewer-games-
20180417-story.html  

 

 Chicago Tribune, Cardinals looking to rekindle rivalry with Cubs — by beating them 
http://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/cubs/ct-spt-cubs-cardinals-rivalry-sullivan-
20180417-story.html  

 

 Chicago Tribune, Joe Maddon seeks a blend of art and baseball in his charitable effort 
http://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/cubs/ct-spt-cubs-joe-maddon-charity-20180418-
story.html  

 

 Chicago Tribune, Cubs hoping warmer weather with help starters' control woes 
http://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/cubs/ct-spt-cubs-control-troubles-notes-
20180417-story.html  
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By Gordon Wittenmyer 
 
When the Cubs talked all spring about the fast start they expected, the unspoken part of the optimism 
was the appearance of a soft schedule, with only one of their first five series against a team expected to 
be a threat for the playoffs. 
 
The part they mentioned a lot was the rebuilt starting rotation that manager Joe Maddon estimated was 
the best he has had since arriving in Chicago in 2015. 
 
So much for the best-laid plans of mice and World Series hopefuls. 
 
The only semblance of heat on a cold, windy, bitter Tuesday night at Wrigley Field was provided by the 
Cardinals, who beat the Cubs 5-3 in the opener of a series already shortened to two games by snowy 
weather Monday. 
 
In the first meeting between the division rivals, the Cardinals won their fifth straight and dropped the 
Cubs to 7-8 — with enough ugly weather in the forecast for Wednesday that Thursday was looking more 
likely as a rescheduled game day. 
 
“You know those sunny days are coming,” first baseman Anthony Rizzo said, “both on the field and as a 
group.” 
 
Rizzo might have provided the lone bright spot for the Cubs, returning from the disabled list after 
missing eight games and proclaiming his once-achy back well. 
 
“The back felt great,” he said. 
 
That makes one part of the team, which has seen its bats enter a deep freeze as often as the game-time 
temperature (35 degrees with wind chills in the 20s Tuesday). 
 
Meanwhile, the revamped rotation is still waiting to go on a run. Its combined ERA is 5.31 after three full 
turns. 
 
And that’s an improvement even after Tyler Chatwood failed to get out of the fifth inning, in large part 
because of seven walks that contributed to 97 pitches. He also struck out seven. 
 
“He had really good stuff,” Maddon said, suggesting the conditions made it tough to grip the ball but 
making no excuses for Chatwood’s 14 walks in 15⅔ innings. 
 
“I don’t think we’ve played our best baseball by any stretch,” general manager Jed Hoyer said. “That’s 
for sure. It has been a little bit of a choppy schedule. That’s made it hard to get on much of a rhythm. 
But I think we had some games early we let get away a little bit. 
 
“It’s definitely not the fast start we were hoping for.” 
 
The Cubs’ pitching staff ranks among the league leaders with 4.9 walks a game. 
 
“When it comes to the pitching part of it, I think that’s really where it’s been difficult to get in a rhythm,” 
Hoyer said, citing cold temperatures and multiple days off in a row created by postponements. “You’ve 
seen pitchers with really good control and command struggle to throw strikes. A lot of that I think is the 
conditions we’ve been playing in. 



 

 
“When it comes to walk rates, that’s something we have to wait on until we’re playing in better 
conditions. That said, I think the situational hitting is still something that’s a work in progress and 
something we have to get better at.” 
 
The issues are remarkably similar to the problems that afflicted the Cubs during their sluggish first half 
last year. 
 
“One of the hard parts about early-season baseball is that if you’re .500, if one of two of those games go 
the other way, then all of a sudden we’re talking about a pretty good start,” Hoyer said. 
 
“I feel like one game or two games this early in the season really changes the way everyone looks at the 
way things are.” 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Sun-Times 
Cubs’ Willson Contreras meets Yadi Molina for 1st time since ‘misunderstanding’ 
By Gordon Wittenmyer 
 
Cubs catcher Willson Contreras said before Tuesday’s game he looked forward to seeing Cards veteran 
catcher Yadier Molina for the first time since their “misunderstanding” over comments Contreras made 
to the Sun-Times during Cubs convention. 
 
“We have respect for each other, especially me for him,” said Contreras, who expected to resume the 
good relationship the two have had over the last year-plus. 
 
Contreras in January talked about wanting to be considered among the best catchers, citing Molina and 
the Giants’ Buster Posey, saying: “I used to watch a lot of those guys, but now I’m watching myself 
because I know that I’m going to be better than them. That’s my plan. That’s my [mindset].” 
 
Molina took to Instagram to sent an All-Star photo of himself posing with Posey the the Royals’ Salvador 
Perez, admonishing the young Cub to show respect. 
 
On Tuesday, Molina, who said he considers Contreras a friend, shrugged it off: “We’re good. We’re all 
good.” 
 
As for Clint Hurdle … 
 
Contreras, who was folded into Pirates manager Clint Hurdle’s comments about Javy Baez and “respect 
for the game” last week said the veteran manager was off base if he thinks he or Baez don’t respect the 
game. 
 
“That caught me by surprise because that was the first time I heard something like that from another 
team,” said Contreras, who added he routinely tips his hat to the opposing manager and dugout before 
every game, including Hurdle that night. 
 
He said the disagreement he had with umpire Dan Bellino over a strike call – which Hurdle mentioned – 
was not disrespectful and that he and Bellino were fine afterward. 
 



 

“If he thinks that we disrespected baseball and have to have more respect for baseball, then, man, he 
needs to teach me what,” Contreras said. “Because I think every game we go out there and play our 
best, and if we do something wrong we have our teammates, and I’m sure that more than one is going 
to come to me and say what I did wrong. And I will appreciate that, always. 
 
“What he said is going to make me better, for sure. It’s going to motivate me to keep getting better.” 
 
Contributing: Madeline Kenney 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Sun-Times 
Cubs’ Ben Zobrist scratched from lineup with sore back on day Rizzo returns  
By Gordon Wittenmyer 
 
It was one medical step forward, one step back for the Cubs on Tuesday. 
 
Emphasis on back. 
 
On a day the team activated first baseman Anthony Rizzo from the 10-day disabled list after his recovery 
from back stiffness, veteran Ben Zobrist was a late scratch from the lineup because of the same 
problem. 
 
Zobrist was supposed to bat leadoff and play right field against the Cardinals on a night the game-time 
temperature was 35 degrees with a 29-degree wind chill. 
 
It isn’t clear when Zobrist will return. He had the start of his spring training delayed by similar back 
soreness. 
 
Ian Happ replaced Zobrist in the leadoff spot and played center field, with Jason Heyward moving from 
center to right field. 
 
Yadi, yadda, yadda 
 
Catcher Willson Contreras said before the game he looked forward to seeing Cardinals veteran catcher 
Yadier Molina for the first time since their “misunderstanding” over comments Contreras made to the 
Sun-Times during the Cubs Convention. 
 
“We have respect for each other, especially me for him,” said Contreras. 
 
In January, Contreras talked about wanting to be considered among the best catchers, citing Molina and 
the Giants’ Buster Posey, saying: “I used to watch a lot of those guys, but now I’m watching myself 
because I know that I’m going to be better than them. That’s my plan. That’s my [mindset].” 
 
Molina took to Instagram to send an All-Star photo of himself posing with Posey and the Royals’ 
Salvador Perez, admonishing the young Cub to show respect. 
 
On Tuesday, Molina, who considers Contreras a friend, shrugged it off: “We’re good. We’re all good.” 
 
As for Clint Hurdle … 
 



 

Contreras, who was folded into Pirates manager Clint Hurdle’s comments about Javy Baez and “respect 
for the game” last week, said the veteran manager was off base if he thinks he or Baez don’t respect the 
game. 
 
“That caught me by surprise because that was the first time I heard something like that from another 
team,” said Contreras, who added he routinely tips his hat to the opposing manager and dugout before 
every game, including Hurdle that night. 
 
He said the disagreement he had with umpire Dan Bellino over a strike call — which Hurdle mentioned 
— was not disrespectful and that he and Bellino were fine afterward. 
 
“If he thinks that we disrespected baseball and have to have more respect for baseball, then, man, he 
needs to teach me what,” Contreras said. “Because I think every game we go out there and play our 
best, and if we do something wrong we have our teammates, and I’m sure that more than one is going 
to come to me and say what I did wrong. And I will appreciate that, always. 
 
“What he said is going to make me better, for sure. It’s going to motivate me to keep getting better.” 
 
He said it 
 
Manager Joe Maddon, when asked how his two-day “winter vacation” went: 
 
“We got some skiing in. Some figure skating. … Definitely the bullpen’s rested. I know that.” 
 
Contributing: Madeline Kenney 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Sun-Times 
Cubs’ Anthony Rizzo calls his shorter-season, pay-cut comments ‘my opinion’ 
By Madeline Kenney 
 
Cubs first baseman Anthony Rizzo found himself at the center of attention Tuesday for something that 
had nothing to do with him coming off the 10-day disabled list after recovering from a back injury. 
 
During his weekly appearance on ESPN 1000, Rizzo pitched the idea of a shorter baseball season, even if 
it meant that players had to take pay cuts. 
 
“I think we play too much baseball,” Rizzo told host David Kaplan. “Yes, guys are going to take pay cuts. 
But are we playing this game for the money or do we love this game? I know it’s both, but in the long 
run, it will make everything better.” 
 
Rizzo argued for a transition period in which guaranteed contracts would be honored because players 
losing money for a shortened season would make the issue “a little more dicey.” 
 
But when he was asked about his comments before the Cubs played the Cardinals at Wrigley Field, Rizzo 
said he didn’t think a shorter season was necessary and brushed it off as his “humble opinion.” 
 
“I have an opinion,” Rizzo said, “and [Kaplan is] one of my good friends on the radio. So talking to him … 
I’ve been talking to him for three or four years on there now. It’s just me talking as a normal person. 
 



 

“Obviously, it gets a little more blown up now, but that’s just my humble opinion. I mean, do I think that 
we need to do that? No. It’s just my opinion. And like I said also in the interview, I also play first base. So 
I know my lane, too.” 
 
Rizzo seemed to want to end the conversation quickly. It wasn’t known whether he had heard from the 
players’ union about his pay-cut comments or whether he was just tired of talking about it. 
 
“I just said my opinion on the air,” Rizzo said. “And I don’t really want to get into it just because I don’t 
know. I don’t quite know it. It’s not something I stand behind. It’s just my opinion.” 
 
-- 
 
Daily Herald 
Short night for Chicago Cubs' Chatwood  
By Bruce Miles 
 
Tyler Chatwood had both an interesting start to his game Tuesday night and an interesting final line. 
 
Of the first 11 St. Louis Cardinals batters who faced the Chicago Cubs' right-hander, only one put the ball 
into play: Marcell Ozuna with a first-inning flyout. 
 
Of the other 10, Chatwood walked five and struck out five. It was a short night for Chatwood, who lasted 
only 4⅔ innings as the Cubs fell 5-3. 
 
He gave up just 1 hit while walking seven and striking out seven and throwing 97 pitches, 50 for strikes. 
In his first 3 starts this year, Chatwood is 0-3 with a 4.60 ERA with 14 walks in 15⅔ innings. He became 
the first Cubs pitcher with at least 7 walks and 7 strikeouts in a game since Kerry Wood on July 13, 2001, 
against the White Sox. 
 
"I've just got to be better with my command," he said. "That's the biggest thing. I feel like that's hurt me 
so far. I've just got to get better with it." 
 
The Cardinals (10-7) took advantage Chatwood's wildness in the third, when Dexter Fowler and Tommy 
Pham opened with walks and came around to score, Fowler on a double by Matt Carpenter and Pham 
on a groundout by Marcell Ozuna. 
 
The Cubs (7-8) got a run back against Adam Wainwright in the fourth on Jason Heyward's RBI single. 
 
Paul DeJong, a graduate of Antioch High School, gave the Cardinals a 3-1 in the eighth with a two-out 
homer to left field against Pedro Strop. St. Louis scored 2 more in the inning to make it 5-1 before Javier 
Baez hit a 2-run homer in the bottom half. 
 
Rizzo's back: 
First baseman Anthony Rizzo returned to the active roster and starting lineup after being on the disabled 
list with lower-back tightness. The Cubs optioned first baseman Efren Navarro to Class AAA Iowa. 
 
Rizzo had been on the DL since April 10, retroactive to April 6. He went 0-for-3 Tuesday and is 3-for-31 
(.097) for the season. 
 



 

"I feel great; I feel really good," he said afterward. "Fortunately, it wasn't too windy out there. It was 
chilly, but just play through it. I saw the ball well tonight. Back felt great. Not sore at all. Hopefully it 
stays that way." 
 
Zobrist a late scratch: 
Ben Zobrist was a late lineup scratch because of lower-back tightness. He was slated to lead off and play 
right field, with Jason Heyward playing center. Ian Happ replaced Zobrist, leading off and playing center 
with Heyward moving to right. 
 
Honoring Jackie Robinson: 
The Cubs will honor the legacy of Jackie Robinson on Monday, May 14, the makeup of Sunday's game 
against the Atlanta Braves. Sunday was Jackie Robinson Day around Major League Baseball, as teams 
honored Robinson for breaking the modern-day color line. Players will wear Robinson's uniform No. 42. 
 
-- 
 
Daily Herald 
Weather or not, it's been an early grind for Chicago Cubs 
By Bruce Miles 
 
Even in baseball, everybody talks about the weather, even though nobody can do a thing about it. 
 
Same for the schedule. 
 
Things are what they are, and the Chicago Cubs and the St. Louis Cardinals renewed their ancient rivalry 
Tuesday night, when the gametime temperature was 35 degrees with a northeast wind at 10 mph, 
making for a windchill factor of 29. 
 
Cubs baseman Anthony Rizzo waded into the (frozen) waters Tuesday, saying on his regular ESPN 
Chicago radio appearance that, "We play too much baseball," as he seemed to advocate playing a 
shortened schedule, even as that would mean pay cuts for the players. 
 
"I have an opinion," Rizzo said later in the day, as he prepared to come off the disabled list and start. 
"It's just me talking as a normal person. Obviously it gets a little blown up now. It's just my humble 
opinion. 
 
"Do I think that we need to do that? No, it's just my opinion. But like I also said, I play first base. I know 
my lane, too." 
 
Cubs general manager Jed Hoyer met with reporters before the game. The Cubs have had one 
postponement on the road in Cincinnati. The Sunday and Monday games this week at Wrigley were 
postponed because of cold and wet weather. 
 
"There's no solution to it," Hoyer said. "The season starting earlier has nothing to do with what the 
weather is on the 15th, 16th, 17th of April. This is the time everyone's playing baseball. This is just a bad 
stretch. We'll get through it." 
 
The season began March 29, as Major League Baseball and the players bargained in four additional off-
days during the season. 
 



 

The Cubs played eight games in retractable-dome stadiums in Miami and Milwaukee. They faced the 
elements in Cincinnati, having the home opener postponed by one day and losing Sunday against the 
Braves and Monday against the Cardinals. 
 
Even though the sample size of the season is still small, Hoyer said it's to early to draw conclusions about 
the Cubs' play so far. 
 
"I don't think you can evaluate much so far," he said. "There's no rhythm to the season yet. The games 
have been played in terrible conditions for the most part. On a positive or negative note, I would say 
that, too. I don't think positively or negatively you can draw big conclusions based on what's happened. 
 
"I just look forward to getting into a rhythm. We went to Cincinnati, had the rainout there, had two days 
off and went to Milwaukee. Since then it's been choppy. We'll get over that. There's a lot of games to be 
played. I think we'll forget this time quickly and remember what it's like to be in here when we're not 
freezing. But, yeah, it's been a little choppy and hard to evaluate for sure. 
 
"We definitely didn't play our best early. I think we struggled with situational hitting early. So it's 
definitely not the fast start we were hoping for. But, that said, we're 7-7 and let's start from here." 
 
-- 
 
The Athletic 
Sharma: Like the weather, the Cubs have to get better eventually  
By Sahadev Sharma 
 
Not even Anthony Rizzo's return to the field could brighten up things at Wrigley Field. After playing 
through wretched weather on Saturday and then having below-freezing temperatures and non-stop rain 
postpone games Sunday and Monday, the Cubs finally got back at it on Tuesday night. But with a 10-
mph wind blowing in from the lake and a reported 35-degree temperature at first pitch, it certainly 
wasn't baseball weather. Or maybe after this April, it's time we start changing the definition of that 
phrase. Either way, outside of that wild eighth inning on Saturday, the Cubs and the cold don't seem to 
mix very well. 
 
Watching Tyler Chatwood pitch on Tuesday night against the St. Louis Cardinals was a good 
representation of the Cubs' season thus far. At one moment, the righty can look utterly dominant as 
opponents struggle to make contact. The next, he’s battling his command, walking far too many batters 
and providing the opposition with repeated free scoring opportunities. 
 
The Cardinals cashed in only twice when Chatwood was on the mound, but both runs they scored were 
put on base via the walk. The righty who came over from Colorado with a lot of talk about being a 
sleeper candidate due to his solid fastball velocity and elite spin rate battled through 4 2/3 innings, 
giving up just one hit and striking out seven, but walking seven batters as well as the Cubs fell 5-3 to 
their archrivals. 
 
“He had really good stuff,” manager Joe Maddon said. “It’s tough to grip the ball for both sides. [Adam] 
Wainwright’s command wasn’t the best he can be. I just think it’s tough for the pitchers. But with 
Chatwood, of course, we gotta cut down on the walks. That’s been part of his game to this point. He’s 
got really good stuff and he’s such a competitor. I’m certain that’s gonna work his way out.” 
 
Chatwood agreed he had solid stuff, saying that’s usually the case. But of course, stuff doesn't mean 
much if you don’t command it consistently. Thus far, Chatwood hasn’t been able to do that. At least not 



 

as often as he’d like. He’s striking out batters at a respectable 24.3 percent rate, but he’s walked an 
insane 18.9 percent of the batters he’s seen. That’s a completely unacceptable number for a reliever 
and almost unseen for a starter. 
 
Chatwood was ahead of four of the seven batters he walked, only adding to his frustrating up-and-down 
performances. 
 
“They spoiled some good pitches,” Chatwood said. “And then I’d just get erratic. I think I just gotta be 
more competitive throughout the at-bat. Not spray one and then come back and make a good pitch. Just 
make good pitches throughout.” 
 
When it comes to the Cubs' starting staff, Chatwood isn’t alone in his struggles. The Cubs have had only 
one starter go past five innings during this current homestand and their last three starters have failed to 
even get through five. The weather knocking out the previous two games has been a blessing for the 
bullpen. 
 
The weather has become such a hot subject at Wrigley lately that the Friendly Confines could be 
mistaken for the site of a bad date lacking intriguing topics of conversation. 
 
But is it to blame for the struggles we’re seeing from the starting pitchers? 
 
“When it comes to the pitching part of it, I think that’s really where it’s been difficult to get in a rhythm,” 
general manager Jed Hoyer said before the game. “You’ve seen pitchers with really good control and 
command have struggled to throw strikes. A lot of that, I think, is the conditions we’ve been playing in. 
For all the players, I think throwing strikes in the cold, as the Braves showed the other day, it’s difficult. I 
think when it comes to walk rates, that’s something we have to wait on until we’re playing in better 
conditions.” 
 
After spending the offseason working on the bullpen’s issues with walks, it seems the problem has 
permeated to the starting staff. After Chatwood’s rough outing, the Cubs starters have walked 12.7 
percent of the batters they’ve faced, worst in the big leagues. The Cubs' starting rotation is 12th in the 
National League in innings pitched per start, averaging a little over five frames each time out. 
 
“It’s gonna happen,” Maddon said when asked about the starters' inability to go deep. “I’m fully 
confident it’s gonna happen. The bullpen’s done a wonderful job, obviously and the starters are really 
good. So there’s a lot to look forward to. That’s the way I look at it.” 
 
Along with the starters struggling, the offense’s inability to drive in runners when they get on base is a 
continuation of an issue that plagued the team, especially early, last season. After a 1-for-6 night on 
Tuesday, the Cubs are 28th in baseball with a .191 batting average with runners in scoring position and 
they entered the evening with a 27.4 percent soft-contact rate in those situations, second to only the 
Chicago White Sox for highest in the game. Their 176 plate appearances with runners in scoring position 
is third-highest in the NL. 
 
Rizzo returned to the lineup for the first time since April 5 after a quick DL stint with a tight back. 
However, his presence wasn’t enough to get the offense going as he went 0-for-3 with a walk and a hit 
by pitch. 
 
“We gave ourselves a couple chances today to drive some runners in and we just didn’t get the job 
done,” Rizzo said. “The more we keep having good at-bats, guys taking their walks, getting on base, this 
team is going to come through sooner or later. It’s just a matter of time.” 



 

 
It’s also just a matter of time before the sun comes back out and the temperature finally creeps above 
50 degrees again. At least in theory. Just like in theory things will all even out with the Cubs' inability to 
drive in runners from scoring position. Either way, it all — the offense, the starting pitching and, yes, the 
weather — has to get better eventually. 
 
“It’s all how you put it in perspective,” Rizzo said. “You can let it make you miserable or you can just go 
out and play. It is what it is. You know the sunny days are coming. Both on the field and as a group. You 
just keep playing through it.” 
 
-- 
 
The Athletic 
After all the stops and starts to this season, Cardinals begin reality check for Cubs  
By Patrick Mooney 
 
Cubs manager Joe Maddon wore a blue hooded sweatshirt and rubbed the white whiskers on his chin as 
he listened to the first question: How was your winter vacation? 
 
“Well, we got some skiing in,” Maddon said with a laugh during Tuesday’s pregame press briefing inside 
the Wrigley Field interview room. “Some figure skating. It’s just awkward to have to sit out this long this 
time of the year. But I thought the right decisions have been made. You just go along. You just make 
sure everybody’s ready to play.” 
 
By the time Tyler Chatwood threw a 93-mph fastball to St. Louis Cardinals leadoff guy Dexter Fowler at 
7:05 p.m., it had been 74 hours since the last pitch at The Friendly Confines. Wrigley Field hadn’t posted 
rainouts on consecutive days since August of Andre Dawson’s MVP season in 1987. The temperature 
was 35 degrees at first pitch with a wind chill that made it feel like 29 and at some point the Cubs are 
either going to start performing up to expectations or run out of rationalizations. 
 
Weather permitting, this 5-3 loss marked the beginning of a reality check in which the Cubs will play 17 
games in 20 days against the Cardinals, Colorado Rockies, Cleveland Indians and Milwaukee Brewers. 
That’s the two biggest threats in the National League Central and two playoff teams from 2017. 
 
Get your Maddon talking points ready: The first seven games are scheduled to essentially have six 
different start times in three separate time zones. This weekend’s trip to Coors Field looks like The Eddie 
Butler Invitational for a rotation that’s now 6-for-15 in quality starts after another Tyler Chatwood 
tightrope walk (4 2/3 innings, two runs allowed, seven walks and seven strikeouts). 
 
Being 7-8 in the middle of April is nothing when you’ve been down 3-1 in the World Series, and next 
week the Cubs will return to the Progressive Field visiting clubhouse where they partied after an epic 
Game 7 in 2016. By the first weekend of May, the Cubs will be on “Sunday Night Baseball” at Busch 
Stadium and through almost 20 percent of their 2018 season. 
 
That will still be early for the group that staggered into last year’s All-Star break with a losing record — 
trailing the Brewers by 5 1/2 games — and managed to win the division by 5 1/2 games. 
 
But this already feels like a missed opportunity for a team that spent more than $216 million on free-
agent pitchers this offseason, enjoyed all these good vibes at Camp Maddon and left Arizona in good 
overall health. It looked like a soft opening against five opponents that finished last season an average of 
18 games out of first place. 



 

 
“Listen, I don’t think we’ve played our best baseball by any stretch,” general manager Jed Hoyer said 
during a pregame media scrum. “It has been a little bit of a choppy schedule. I think that’s made it hard 
to get in much of a rhythm. But I think that we had some games early [where] we let it get away a little 
bit. 
 
“One of the hard parts about early-season baseball [is] if two of those games go the other way — we 
haven’t won a one-run game yet this year — then all of a sudden we’re talking about a pretty good start. 
So I feel like one game or two games this early in the season really changes the way everyone looks at 
it.” 
 
The Cubs also needed a nine-run eighth inning amid miserable conditions on Saturday to beat the 
Atlanta Braves by a 14-10 football score. A FanGraphs analysis gave the Braves “a 99.4% chance of 
winning the game as late as the seventh inning” and went with this headline: “The Bonkers Game That 
Probably Shouldn’t Have Been.” 
 
“Yeah, if we hadn’t scored nine the other night, these questions would be different,” Hoyer joked. “No, I 
think that we definitely didn’t play our best early. We struggled with situational hitting early, so it’s 
definitely not the fast start we were hoping for. But that said, we’re 7-7 and let’s start from here.” 
 
Make that 7-8 after the Cardinals matched their win total at Wrigley Field during all of 2017. The St. 
Louis Post-Dispatch pointed out that the Cardinals wasted eight leads during their 1-8 showing at Clark 
and Addison last season — and if you take away the head-to-head matchups both rivals would have had 
identical 78-65 records. 
 
The Cardinals are 10-7 and on a five-game winning streak and showing signs that this rivalry is about to 
come back to life, even if the announced attendance of 35,103 featured a lot of empty green seats. 
 
Adam Wainwright — who first faced the Cubs as a reliever in April 2006 during a Wrigley Field game 
started by Greg Maddux — had enough left to allow only one unearned run across five innings. Cardinals 
manager Mike Matheny pushed enough of the right bullpen buttons (except for Javier Báez drilling an 
eighth-inning, two-run homer off Greg Holland that landed near the top of the left-field bleachers). 
 
The Cardinals have what is supposed to be an upgraded bullpen, the young pitching the Cubs have 
struggled to develop, emerging players like Tommy Pham and Paul DeJong, new lineup anchor Marcell 
Ozuna and franchise catcher Yadier Molina. 
 
The Cubs have a lot of interesting pieces — the 2018 media guide cover is a collage of 19 combined All-
Star selections — that they will be trying to fit together. On the night Anthony Rizzo got activated from 
the 10-day disabled list, Ben Zobrist became a late lineup scratch with his own back problem. 
 
“You just play through the bad lie,” Maddon said. “That’s all there is to it. There’s nothing you can do 
about it.” 
 
-- 
 
The Athletic 
Imperfect science: Jed Hoyer admits Cubs are in no-win situation with Wrigley weather decisions  
By Patrick Mooney 
 



 

Cubs general manager Jed Hoyer is naturally chatty, smooth in front of the cameras and blessed with the 
diplomatic skills to address just about any Wrigley Field malfunction. 
 
As the Cubs reopened the old ballpark on Tuesday after back-to-back postponements caused by rain, 
snow and freezing temperatures, Hoyer found himself surrounded by bundled-up reporters during 
batting practice, ready to play the blame game. 
 
Point the finger at Cubs business executives or the suits in Major League Baseball’s New York 
headquarters? Or — as Javier Baez might say — save it? 
 
“I don’t envy anyone in these situations,” Hoyer said before the first of 19 rivalry games against the St. 
Louis Cardinals this season. “You want to do it as early as possible for the fans and for the players. But 
we’ve seen when we do it too early and you make mistakes, so you’re constantly evaluating the right 
way to do it. 
 
“You’re going to make mistakes — it’s not perfect. It’s the weather in Chicago by the lake — it’s not 
perfect. I think Saturday might have been a worse day than Sunday and you’re trying to make those 
evaluations in the morning and it’s not easy to do. I don’t envy any one of the many people that are part 
of that decision.” 
 
Even after Saturday’s epic 14-10 comeback win over the Atlanta Braves, Cubs manager Joe Maddon 
called it the worst weather conditions he’s ever experienced during a baseball game. The Atlanta 
Journal-Constitution quoted several Braves second-guessing the decision while manager Brian Snitker 
cited injury concerns: “They literally froze up. You just don’t want anybody to tear their shoulder up or 
anything like that.” 
 
“Well, I think that everyone was in a difficult situation,” Hoyer said. “They only come in here one time. 
We really felt like you got to try to get two games in that weekend. Otherwise, you’re really in trouble 
trying to have them come back here either twice or come back here to play a doubleheader. 
 
“The goal all along was to try to play at least two games that weekend — and we did that. Listen, both 
teams were on the field on Saturday. Both teams were on the field on Friday. Neither of those days was 
ideal. I don’t disagree with them that it was probably as challenging as any conditions I’ve seen [teams] 
play baseball. 
 
“But, ultimately, there were two teams out there trying to throw pitches and it wasn’t like either side 
was all that successful throwing strikes [or] catching the ball. We were fortunate to win, but it wasn’t 
like we were unaffected by the weather, either.” 
 
The Braves will return to The Friendly Confines on May 14 while Monday’s rescheduled game against 
the Cardinals got packaged into a July 21 doubleheader during the first series after the All-Star break. 
 
The Cubs hadn’t been rained out on consecutive days at Wrigley Field since August 1987. The Cubs 
hadn’t seen four postponements before their 15th game of the season since April 1983. 
 
Between 11 a.m. and 11 p.m. on Wednesday, weather.com predicts temperatures in the mid-30s with 
anywhere from a 50-to-90-percent chance of rain and snow. Cubs-Cardinals first pitch is scheduled for 
1:20 p.m. with Thursday being a scheduled mutual off-day (at least for now). 
 
“There’s always eight to 10 people in the room when we’re talking through that stuff,” Hoyer said. 
“You’re getting weather forecasts, you’re trying to factor in the time and it’s never easy. We’ve made 



 

mistakes in the past. We’ve made the right decisions in the past. But there’s going to be mistakes in the 
future, just because of the nature of trying to keep many different parties happy and trying to predict 
something that’s unpredictable.” 
 
Baseball is a game built on routine and the disruptions might have made a few players feel a little loopy. 
On the day the Cubs activated Anthony Rizzo (back) from the 10-day disabled list, the All-Star first 
baseman did his weekly appearance on WMVP-AM 1000 and suggested the 162-game season is too long 
and maybe players should take a pay cut in exchange for a more manageable schedule. 
 
When reporters surrounded his locker as soon as the clubhouse opened to the media, Rizzo 
downgraded it to “just my opinion” while talking with radio buddy David Kaplan, the Cubs’ pre- and 
postgame TV host. Either way, Rizzo is going to have to manage his back for the rest of the season. 
 
“We were careful with Anthony,” Hoyer said, “to make sure it got to a place where he felt really good 
about it and we didn’t have a recurrence. We feel good about that now. Listen, we’re going to Colorado 
and Cleveland after this, so we’re not exactly heading south. We feel good about his back, but he’s going 
to have to play in some cold weather.” 
 
Hoyer said there is no magic number in terms of temperature or wind chill when making these decisions 
– and no substitute for the regular rhythms of a six-month season. 
 
“There’s no real way for guys to have the exact timing they would have,” Hoyer said. “There’s no real 
way for guys to have the same feel on the mound that they would have. These are the games you hope 
that guys just really compete. This is not going to be an ‘oil painting,’ as Joe would say, in any of these 
games. You hope that the two sides are going to compete as hard as they can. There will probably be 
more mistakes made than usual, but that’s all you can do in this weather. You have to compete.” 
 
-- 
 
Cubs.com 
Baez's bat not enough to bail out Chatwood  
By Carrie Muskat 
 
CHICAGO -- Right-hander Tyler Chatwood had good stuff on Tuesday night. He just had a hard time 
commanding it. 
 
Javier Baez finished a triple shy of the cycle, hitting a two-run homer in the eighth inning, but it wasn't 
enough to help Chatwood in a 5-3 loss to the Cardinals. 
 
In his first two games with the Cubs, Chatwood issued seven walks over 11 innings. On Tuesday night he 
walked that many in 4 2/3 innings. 
 
"I feel my stuff is always going to be there," Chatwood said. "I just have to command it. My ball had a lot 
of life, a lot of movement. Early on, I had both breaking balls working. It's just a matter of getting ahead 
so I can use that stuff as the game goes on. 
 
"They spoiled some good pitches and then I would just get erratic. I think I just have to be more 
competitive throughout the at-bat. I have to make good pitches throughout." 
 
Said Cubs manager Joe Maddon: "He just has to figure out where the ball is going more consistently, 
because the stuff plays really well." 



 

 
Matt Carpenter hit an RBI double off Chatwood and added a two-run single in the eighth to back Adam 
Wainwright and lead St. Louis to victory in the first meeting between the National League Central rivals 
this season. 
 
Cubs starters began the day ranked third in the NL in walks, and a pair of free passes set up the 
Cardinals' two runs in the third. Chatwood walked the first two batters he faced that inning, prompting a 
visit from pitching coach Jim Hickey. Carpenter then doubled for the Cardinals' only hit off Chatwood, 
and another run scored on Marcell Ozuna's groundout for a 2-0 lead. 
 
The Cubs' starting pitchers have totaled six quality starts in the first 15 games, and their inability to go 
deep has kept the bullpen busy. Maddon predicts better days ahead. 
 
"It's going to happen," he said. "I'm fully confident it's going to happen. The bullpen has done a 
wonderful job, and the starters are really good. There's a lot to look forward to with the starters 
because they're really good, and as things settle in, they'll really start piling up the innings. I mean that, 
I'm not just saying it." 
 
Baez has been playing as though it's summertime, not chilly April. He doubled in the second, singled in 
the fifth and hit his fifth home run in the eighth off Greg Holland. Baez has 12 hits, and all but two have 
gone for extra bases; he's totaled 12 RBIs on the homestand. 
 
"He's seeing the ball well, he's hitting the ball well, and it's fun to watch," Anthony Rizzo said. 
 
Rizzo, back from the disabled list, went 0-for-3 with a walk in his first game since April 5. He shrugged off 
the gametime temperature of 35 degrees. 
 
"You can't let it make you miserable," Rizzo said. "You know the sunny days are coming, both on the 
field and as a group. We'll just keep playing through it." 
 
MOMENTS THAT MATTERED 
Chance missed, chance grabbed: The Cubs had a scoring opportunity in the third when they loaded the 
bases with two out against Wainwright, but he got Kyle Schwarber looking at a 75.7-mph curveball for 
strike three. With one out in the fourth, Addison Russell hit a bouncer to Wainwright, who overthrew 
first for an error. Russell reached second on the miscue, then scored on Jason Heyward's single to pull 
the Cubs within a run. 
 
"We gave ourselves a couple chances today to drive some runners in, and we didn't get the job done," 
Rizzo said. "The more we keep having good at-bats and guys taking their walks and getting on base, this 
team is going to come through sooner or later. It's just a matter of time." 
 
Cishek denies Cards: The Cubs' bullpen has been solid this season, and Steve Cishek came through in the 
sixth. The Cardinals loaded the bases with one out, but Cishek struck out Dexter Fowler and got Tommy 
Pham to ground out and end the inning. Carl Edwards Jr. also had a good outing in relief, striking out the 
side in the seventh. 
 
SOUND SMART 
Chatwood is the first Cubs pitcher with seven strikeouts, seven walks and two or fewer hits in a start 
since Kerry Wood did so July 13, 2001, against the White Sox. 
 
Baez is the first Cubs player to have 10 of his first 12 hits go for extra bases since Sammy Sosa in 2004. 



 

 
HE SAID IT 
"Our guys have to get back in [the dugout] and hit, and I'm leaving them out there standing in the cold 
for a while. Wainwright is really good. That's not a good recipe for success." -- Chatwood, on wanting 
quick innings to help his teammates. 
 
 
UP NEXT 
Left-hander Jon Lester will start on Wednesday opposite Luke Weaver in the series finale against the 
Cardinals. He did not get a decision in his last outing, against the Pirates, giving up four earned runs on 
seven hits over five innings. He was most bothered by the walks -- he issued three -- and said he needs 
to "clean that up." Lester was 2-1 with a 2.93 ERA in five starts vs. St. Louis last season. First pitch will be 
1:20 p.m. CT. 
 
-- 
 
Cubs.com 
Zobrist a late scratch with tightness in back  
By Carrie Muskat 
 
CHICAGO -- The Cubs got Anthony Rizzo back on Tuesday, but Ben Zobrist was scratched prior to the 
game against the Cardinals because of tightness in his back. 
 
Zobrist was to lead off and play right field, but instead Ian Happ got the start in center, and Jason 
Heyward was moved from center to right field. 
 
Zobrist was limited this spring because of tightness in his back, and totaled 34 at-bats. 
 
Rizzo was activated from the 10-day disabled list after being sidelined with tightness in his lower back. 
 
• Cubs manager Joe Maddon introduced new artwork on Tuesday, part of his season-long campaign to 
link art and the sport. This month's painting, which was done by Tampa Bay-area artist Jason Skeldon, 
features Uncle Sam with inspirational messages. 
 
One of the original paintings that featured Skeldon's take on the Mona Lisa will be auctioned 
Wednesday at the Bricks and Ivy Ball, which is Cubs Charities' primary fundraising event. 
 
"The original thought was to create a theme for the season," Maddon said. "Beyond that, yes, I do want 
to make money for the [Respect 90] Foundation. The money that comes back to me personally is all for 
charity." 
 
Money raised from the sale of prints of the paintings will go to either Respect 90 or Cubs Charities, or 
one of the Cubs players' charities. 
 
Maddon also has an idea to create a program through which he can answer questions from students via 
Skype or Facetime for 30 minutes. 
 
"I'm having a coffee, we're in Cincinnati ... Why wouldn't I do something like this?" Maddon said. 
 
"You sit in a classroom, a young group of journalists, 10th grade, and they sit there and ask me questions 
for a half an hour and we talk about what's going on with the Cubs or baseball in general," he said, 



 

adding that other teams and players could take part as well. "I think once that connection is made, 
whoever was in that class is a Cubs fan forever or a Pirate fan forever. Even if they're not a fan of 
baseball, they become attached because of that technological connection." 
 
• Adbert Alzolay, the Cubs' No. 1 prospect as ranked by MLB Pipeline, will make his 2018 debut on 
Thursday with Triple-A Iowa. Alzolay has been in extended spring training to build up arm strength. 
Alzolay was 7-1 with a 2.98 ERA in 15 starts at Class A Myrtle Beach last year. 
 
• The Cubs and Braves will celebrate Jackie Robinson Day on May 14, when the two teams meet in a 
makeup game at Wrigley Field. Their game on Sunday, which was Jackie Robinson Day around MLB, was 
postponed because of the inclement weather. Both teams will wear the No. 42 jerseys to honor 
Robinson, who broke baseball's color barrier. 
 
-- 
 
Cubs.com 
Cubs activate Rizzo to face Cardinals  
By Carrie Muskat 
 
CHICAGO -- First baseman Anthony Rizzo was activated from the disabled list on Tuesday and back in the 
Cubs lineup for the start of a two-game series against the Cardinals at Wrigley Field. 
 
"Definitely the last three or four days for sure [I've been ready]," Rizzo said Tuesday. "I've been swinging 
a little harder, ramping it up, trying to take as close to game swings as I could. I think being smart with it, 
hopefully this is the end of it." 
 
Rizzo has been sidelined since April 6 because of stiffness in his lower back. He already had an exercise 
routine but has added some more exercises as part of what he called a maintenance program. 
 
"[I have to] do a little more stretching, a little more maintenance before I get going and do my workouts 
and whatnot to make sure my body is nice and loose," Rizzo said. 
 
He's not going to cut back on his pregame hitting or work on the field. 
 
"I have a pretty simple routine when it comes to hitting and taking grounders," Rizzo said. "If I do any 
less, I'd probably just have to stop doing anything." 
 
The Cubs sent first baseman Efren Navarro back to Triple-A Iowa to make room on the active roster for 
Rizzo. Navarro was 1-for-6 in four games, and subbed at first base for four innings on Saturday. The Cubs 
also have had Victor Caratini, Ben Zobrist and Kris Bryant start at first base in Rizzo's absence. 
 
-- 
 
ESPNChicago.com 
Cubs GM Jed Hoyer disappointed in rotation's struggles  
By Jesse Rogers 
 
CHICAGO -- Before Tuesday night's game, Cubs general manager Jed Hoyer was clear about what has 
been the most disappointing aspect in an uneven start for the National League Central division favorites. 
 



 

"When it comes to the pitching part of it," he said. "I think that's where it's been difficult to get into a 
rhythm. Pitchers with good control and good command have struggled to throw strikes." 
As if on cue, Tyler Chatwood backed up those comments with a rare performance against the St. Louis 
Cardinals in a 5-3 loss: 4.2 innings pitched, seven strikeouts and seven walks. According to ESPN Stats & 
Information data, only two pitchers compiled at least seven and seven in less than five innings pitched 
last year. Before that, it hadn't happened since 2008. It meant throwing a lot of pitches -- 97 -- in a short 
outing, not exactly what fielders want when the temperature is 35 degrees at first pitch. 
 
"I just have to be better with my command," Chatwood said after the loss. "That's the thing that's hurt 
me so far. It was cold, but I could grip the ball. 
 
"Our guys have to get back in there to hit and I'm leaving them standing there in the cold for a while. ... 
That's not a good recipe for success right there I don't think." 
 
Chatwood isn't the only disappointment in the starting staff so far, as his record dropped to 0-3 with his 
new team, despite giving up just one hit. The Cubs' vaunted rotation -- at least on paper -- ranks near 
the bottom of the league after averaging just five innings per start through their first 15 games. 
 
That's just one-third of an inning more than the worst team in that category, the Tampa Bay Rays. 
 
"It's going to happen," Cubs manager Joe Maddon said about longer outings. "I'm fully confident it's 
going to happen. The starters are really good. There is a lot to look forward to with the starters." 
 
The Cubs had a slow beginning to last season on the mound, eventually righting the ship in the second 
half -- and that includes their starting staff. But last year, they had the championship hangover to get 
over; this year, it's just cold weather and some postponements. But every team has dealt with the same 
conditions, some thriving better than others. 
 
The Cubs have limped out of the gate at 7-8 and can partly blame the uneven play on a rotation that 
boasts three former all-stars in Jon Lester, Yu Darvish and Jose Quintana. None has looked his best thus 
far. 
 
"Early in the season, when you don't get length from starters, it really taxes the bullpen," Hoyer said. "To 
be effective and stay healthy, we have to have longer starts." 
 
Fortunately, the Cubs' relief staff has mostly been lights out, though Pedro Strop helped the Cardinals 
extend a 2-1 lead to 5-1 in the eighth inning on Tuesday. 
 
The two-time defending division champs can't rely on their bullpen over the long haul; the Cubs need 
their starting staff to take command. 
 
"As things settle in, they're really going to start piling up the innings," Maddon said. "I mean that. I'm not 
just saying that. I believe that sincerely." 
 
-- 
 
ESPNChicago.com 
Anthony Rizzo OK with taking pay cut for fewer games: 'We play too much baseball' 
By Jesse Rogers 
 



 

CHICAGO -- Cubs first baseman Anthony Rizzo is advocating for a shorter season, even if that means a 
smaller paycheck for players. 
 
"I think we play too much baseball," Rizzo said Tuesday during his weekly appearance on ESPN 1000. 
"Yes, guys are going to take pay cuts. But are we playing this game for the money or do we love this 
game? I know it's both, but in the long run it will make everything better." 
 
Rizzo believes a transition period with guaranteed contracts could be worked out, perhaps 
"grandfathering" them into a new system with new contracts reflecting fewer games played. 
 
"Once you start taking money from guys, that's where it's going to be a little more dicey," he said. 
 
The Cubs postponed back-to-back games Sunday and Monday and are scheduled to take on the St. Louis 
Cardinals in freezing temperatures Tuesday night. Rizzo has been on the disabled list with back tightness 
but is scheduled to play Tuesday. 
 
The conditions at Wrigley Field, however, won't be ideal for someone coming off a back ailment. 
 
"I think playing in the cold sucks," said Rizzo, who was activated from the 10-day disabled list on 
Tuesday. "I was thinking about this the other day. When you think of Cubs and Cardinals, you think of a 
beautiful Saturday at Wrigley Field. You don't think about playing in 20 degrees." 
 
Even if the season isn't shortened, Rizzo sees no reason it has to start so early. 
 
"In a perfect world, we'd start the season later and play a few scheduled doubleheaders going into an 
off day," he said. "As a fan you're going to a baseball game in April, and it's raining, snowing and [with] 
freezing rain. Is it really that much fun? That's my question." 
 
Rizzo conceded that nothing is likely to change, and players will just have to deal with the winter-like 
conditions. The Cubs' last game, on Saturday against the Atlanta Braves, was played in freezing rain, 
prompting both sides to complain. The Cubs haven't played since. 
 
"This is kind of a freak April," Rizzo said. 
 
-- 
 
NBC Sports Chicago 
How does baseball fix weather issues? Cubs have ideas, but there probably is no solution  
By Tony Andracki 
 
Give Anthony Rizzo a break. 
 
In fact, give any player a break if they say they think Major League Baseball should play fewer games. 
 
A 162-game season is absolutely bonkers as is. Who decided baseball should play twice as many games 
as every other American professional sport? 
 
But this is how it is now and that will not change. Blame revenue, blame the statistical purity of the 
game, blame whatever. Baseball will not reduce their schedule from 162 games. 
 
Rizzo hopped on ESPN 1000 radio with David Kaplan earlier in the day on Tuesday and said: 



 

 
"I think we play too much baseball. Yes, guys are going to take pay cuts. But are we playing this game for 
the money or do we love this game? I know it's both, but in the long run it will make everything better." 
 
So Rizzo is willing to make less money to play fewer games. 
 
Spoken like a true millennial — less money is OK if there's less time at work. 
 
But that's OK for him to think that way. These guys just had to sit through maybe the worst weather 
game in Wrigley Field history Saturday. It was certainly the worst weather Joe Maddon — who's been in 
this game for four decades — has had to endure, he said. 
 
Tuesday night's 5-3 loss to the Cardinals was no picnic, either. Cubs players had to keep running into the 
third-base dugout to sit by the industrial-sized heaters to warm up during batting practice before the 
series opener with the St. Louis Cardinals. 
 
"Tonight's not gonna be ideal, but we have to play games," Cubs GM Jed Hoyer said Tuesday evening. 
"Backing these games up and having a bunch of doubleheaders doesn't help anybody." 
 
Wednesday afternoon's scheduled game looks doubtful, so the teams left Wrigley Field late Tuesday 
night pretty much expecting another postponement and playing the short series finale on Thursday. 
 
Addison Russell echoed his (unofficial) captain's sentiments and agreed a shorter season would be nice. 
Maddon prefers the 162-game schedule as is; it's all he's ever known. 
 
Rizzo knows his comments could be blown out of proportion after everything he says on the radio, but 
nothing he said was wrong.  
 
But all this talk about a shorter season is really misguided. 
 
A shorter season would only impact things if the year started around May 1. And is anybody really 
confident this wacky weather will be less wacky and more typical come May 1? 
 
Nobody expected it to snow this much in April, let alone this deep into April. 
 
All these postponements have absolutely nothing to do with the MLB season starting in late March, so 
please don't even start that argument.  
 
The season starting earlier is actually a part of the solution, as there are four more off-days built in. 
There are four more days to schedule all these make-up games without killing everybody with a bunch 
of doubleheaders or a 26-games-in-24-days type of situation. 
 
This weather is so atypical, there's no plan in place right now to accomodate all these games when it's 
snowy or 29 degrees with windchill. Maddon acknowledged this was probably the worst he's ever seen 
the weather to begin a season. 
 
"Day after day, this is unusual," Maddon said. "But more than likely, it's an anomoly. It's probably not 
going to be this way again next year. It provides a lot of wonderful conversation, but I think it also 
provides an opportunity to think things through in advance the next time it occurs. 
 



 

"...It's one of those things I think you need to take advantage of in the sense that it's a negative situation 
weather-wise. What's the positive? The positive is that let's learn something and figure out how to work 
around a weather-related situation." 
 
So what can baseball do? 
 
Nothing, except ride it out. 
 
"There's no solution to it," Hoyer said. "The season starting earlier has nothing to do with what the 
weather is on the 15th, 16th, 17th of April. 
 
"This is the time everyone's been playing baseball. This is a bad stretch for the whole league. We'll get 
through it." 
 
-- 
 
NBC Sports Chicago 
Tyler Chatwood channels his inner Greg Maddux with an absolutely gross pitch  
By Tony Andracki 
 
The Cubs retired No. 31, but you can't blame somebody if they were seeing things and mistook a "2" for 
a "3." (It also could've been the 29-degree windchill distorting things.) 
 
Wearing his No. 21 jersey, Tyler Chatwood gave fans flashbacks to Greg Maddux in the first inning of 
Tuesday night's game against the Cardinals. 
 
As Cubs manager Joe Maddon and GM Jed Hoyer spoke pregame about how difficult it may be for a 
pitcher to get a good grip on a pitch in such frigid conditions, Chatwood looked like that wouldn't be an 
issue early on. 
 
The Cubs starter struck out the first two Cardinals he faced, including Tommy Pham on this incredibly 
wicked two-seam fastball: 
 
Seriously, that's just not fair. 
 
Shades of Maddux? 
 
Chatwood went on to display that lack of feel, because you know, baseball. He walked the next batter 
and doled out free passes to five of the first 11 Cardinals that came up to the plate. He finished with 
seven walks and seven strikeouts in 4.2 innings. 
 
But that one pitch? That will be replayed over and over and over again, and for good reason. 
 
-- 
 
NBC Sports Chicago 
Anthony Rizzo's plan for managing his back issues moving forward  
By Tony Andracki 
 
Anthony Rizzo has been on the disabled list twice in his big-league career, both for back injuries. 
 



 

Even when he doesn't hit the DL, Rizzo is forced out of a few games each season due to his balky back. 
 
When the issue first popped up back in Milwaukee, Joe Maddon said he'd like to see Rizzo do less with 
regards to pregame swings and ground balls. 
 
Rizzo returned from the shelf Tuesday in his team's 5-3 loss to the St. Louis Cardinals, in which he went 
0-for-3 with a walk and a hit-by-pitch. 
 
After the game, Rizzo said his back felt totally fine and didn't anticipate waking up with any issues 
Wednesday morning. 
 
Now that he's back, he's not sure how much he can limit his standard operation procedure. 
 
"I have a pretty simple routine when it comes to hitting and taking grounders. If I do any less, I probably 
have to just stop doing it in general," Rizzo joked. 
 
Rizzo typically deals with upper back issues, but this time it was low-back tightness that cropped up in 
Cincinnati a couple weeks ago and persisted through the Cubs' season-opening road trip. 
 
Rizzo said he's felt like he's been good to go for the last few days before Tuesday, but received an extra 
day off with Monday's rain/snow postponement. It looks like he may get another day off after Tuesday's 
game, with the forecast for Wednesday looking downright awful. 
 
The Cubs also have two off-days next week bookending a trip to Cleveland for the first time since Rizzo 
and Co. won that epic Game 7 17 months ago. 
 
He hopes this is the end of any back issues in 2018, but acknowledges this is something he'll have to 
monitor moving forward. 
 
"I think it's just more of — why is it getting stiff?" he said. "And getting into the body a little more.  
 
"Do a little more stretching and a little more kinda maintenance before I get going and doing my 
workouts and whatnot to make sure my body's nice and loose and stays that way." 
 
The Cubs went 4-4 with Rizzo out, but this inconsistent offense could really use his steady presence in 
the lineup on a daily basis. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Cubs' choppy start to season continues with 5-3 loss to Cardinals  
By Mark Gonzales 
 
Anthony Rizzo’s return Tuesday night was offset when Ben Zobrist had to be scratched from the Cubs 
lineup with his own stiff lower back against the National League Central rival Cardinals. 
 
The Cubs’ lack of lineup stability has coincided with a choppy start to the season that continued with the 
control issues of Tyler Chatwood, who turned in another short outing from the club’s rotation. 
 
Chatwood’s seven walks overshadowed his seven strikeouts as he was pulled after throwing 97 pitches 
in 4 2/3 innings of the eventual 5-3 loss. 



 

 
“I have to be better with my command,” Chatwood said. “My stuff is always going to be there. It’s a 
matter of commanding it.” 
 
Whether it’s the raw conditions or the fact the Cubs have played only six games in the last nine days, a 
lack of rhythm persists in helping to prevent the team from getting off to a strong start. 
 
“I don’t think we’ve played our best baseball by any stretch,” general manager Jed Hoyer said before the 
game. “That’s for sure. It has been a choppy schedule, and it has made it hard to get into much of a 
rhythm. I think we had some games early we let get away a bit.” 
 
Hoyer noted that the Cubs’ .500 record wouldn’t look so pedestrian if they had not lost all three of their 
one-run games entering play Tuesday. 
 
“We definitely didn’t play our best early,” he said. “We definitely struggled in situational hitting early. 
It’s not the fast start we’re looking for.” 
 
Inconsistency has plagued Chatwood’s starts. Thirteen of his 14 walks have occurred in two of his three 
starts, and his lack of control haunted him when consecutive walks to Dexter Fowler and Tommy Pham 
to start the fourth led to two runs. 
 
Chatwood threw 66 pitches through the first three innings and he was pulled after his 97th resulted in a 
walk to Marcell Ozuna with two outs in the fifth. This marked the fifth time in six games a Cubs starter 
failed to pitch more than five innings. 
 
And, if Mother Nature cooperates, the rainouts will cease and manager Joe Maddon won’t be afforded 
the extra days off to keep his bullpen rested. 
 
The Cubs did manage a 4-4 record while Rizzo was sidelined. 
 
“Hopefully this is the end of it,” Rizzo said of his latest back woes, adding that he would incorporate 
more stretching and maintenance work before starting his daily workouts. 
 
Rizzo subtly dismissed Maddon’s suggestion that he may need to curtail his early work in the batting 
cage. 
 
“I have a pretty simple routine when it comes to hitting and taking grounders,” Rizzo said. “So if I do any 
less, I’ll probably have to just stop doing it in general.” 
 
Rizzo went 0-for-3 with a walk in his return. 
 
Zobrist’s late scratch with back trouble may require close monitoring. Zobrist could do only light work as 
he missed nearly two weeks of games in spring training because of lower back stiffness. That occurred 
around the time Maddon and he agreed it would be beneficial to give Zobrist, 36, ample rest throughout 
the season. 
 
But after not playing in the season opener, Zobrist reached base safely six times in the next two games 
and became a mainstay in the lineup because of his ability to reach base frequently and the high 
strikeout rates of many of his teammates. 
 
Maddon wasn’t sure of the severity of Zobrist’s back ailment. 



 

 
As for the Cubs’ malaise ... “This team is going to come through sooner or later,” Rizzo said. “It’s just a 
matter of time.” 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Anthony Rizzo lightens comments calling for fewer games: 'It's just me talking as a normal person' 
By Mark Gonzales 
 
Cubs first baseman Anthony Rizzo tapped the brakes on comments he made Tuesday on his weekly 
radio appearance suggesting the regular season be trimmed from 162 games. 
 
Rizzo, who was activated from the 10-day disabled list, told ESPN 1000 host David Kaplan that “I think 
we play too much baseball,” adding, “Yes, guys are going to take pay cuts. But are we playing this game 
for the money or do we love this game? I know it's both, but in the long run it will make everything 
better.” 
 
But when asked to expand on his comments before Tuesday night’s game against the Cardinals, Rizzo 
said, “I have an opinion, and Kap is one of my good friends on the radio, so I’ve been talking to him for 
three to four years now. It’s just me talking as a normal person and obviously it gets a little blown up 
now. 
 
“It’s just my humble opinion. Do I think that we need to do that? No. It’s just my opinion. And like I also 
said in the interview, I play first base. So I know my lane.” 
 
Rizzo’s comments were watered down from his previous statements on his show, in which he suggested 
there could be a transition period for players with guaranteed contracts into a setup reflecting fewer 
games played. 
 
“Once you start taking money from guys, that’s where it's going to be a little more dicey,” Rizzo told 
Kaplan. 
 
Manager Joe Maddon said he has no qualms about the current 162-game schedule and likes that MLB 
has more days off built into this season’s schedule. 
 
“I know where Anthony is coming from on this stuff,” Maddon said. “Right now everything is highlighted 
because of the weather. Next year it might be 80 degrees on this particular day. You never know.” 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Cardinals looking to rekindle rivalry with Cubs — by beating them  
By Paul Sullivan 
 
At the general managers meetings in Florida last November, Cardinals GM John Mozeliak was asked a 
question about the Cubs. 
 
“Who?” he replied. 
 
That’s was a bit of Mozeliak humor, dry and understated. But at least he knew his audience. 
 



 

It once was easy to mock the Cubs, a franchise so inept they made losing in sunshine into a viable 
marketing plan. That was the way it was for many years, until the rebuild that changed everything, Now 
the tables have turned, and it’s the Cardinals in a supine position, looking up at the Cubs since the 2015 
postseason. 
 
They finished out of the postseason for a second straight year in 2017, finishing nine games behind the 
Cubs and losing 14 of 19 in the season series, including eight of nine at Wrigley Field. This was not the 
world they knew. 
 
Before the Cardinals 5-3 victory over the Cubs on a freeze-dried Tuesday night at Wrigley Field, manager 
Mike Matheny said he was unaware of the lopsided record in last year’s season series. 
 
“I don’t keep track,” he said. “I knew we didn’t play well against them. We have to beat every team in 
our league. It’s funny. All winter long, we go to our winter warmup (fan festival) and 20 percent of the 
people who were out there mentioned the Cubs. 
 
“There are a whole bunch of other teams we’re going to have to beat. I get it. When you play inside our 
division it means a lot. And inside a rivalry, especially to our fans, it means a lot. So we don’t stick our 
heads in the sand and act like that doesn’t exist. The truth of the matter is we have to win every night, 
no matter who we’re playing. 
 
“And we didn’t play very well against them last year, and that’s something we would like to fix.” 
 
You can understand why Mozeliak and Matheny would be sick of hearing about the Cubs. Generation 
after generation of Cardinals fans enjoyed mocking their peers in Chicago for the Cubs’ predictable 
ways. Now the two are under the gun to bring some sanity back to the rivalry. 
 
It’s a new year, and things seemingly have changed. 
 
Nacho Man, the Cardinals’ fan Addison Russell made famous last September by spilling his nachos and 
then bringing him a new tray, has returned to obscurity again. Dexter Fowler, two seasons removed 
from being a Cubs icon, no longer merits standing ovations when he comes to the plate at Wrigley. 
 
The animosity between the two rivals, which peaked again in 2015 when manager Joe Maddon 
compared the Cardinals’ brain trust in the dugout to Tony Soprano, seems to be at an all-time low. Once 
Tony La Russa complained about cold water in the visitors’ showers. Before Tuesday’s game, Matheny 
was lauding the new visitors’ dugout. 
 
“I don’t have to worry about jumping up and hitting my head and forgetting my name for a couple of 
hours,” he said. “It’s really nice.” 
 
Truth be told, Matheny needs to win now, or the Cardinals may have to bring in someone else to jump 
up and down in the dugout. The team hasn’t missed the playoffs three straight years since 1997-99, and 
another October-free season could be the final straw. 
 
While Matheny took the Cards to the postseason in each of his first four seasons, and to the World 
Series in 2013, that’s now old news. St. Louis doesn’t tolerate mediocrity, and Mozeliak admitted to me 
at the GM meetings in November he felt more pressure from Cardinals fans. 
 
“I definitely feel it a little more than you might normally,” he said. “I always say about St. Louis, it’s a 
Midwest city, but they demand winning.” 



 

 
Mozeliak immediately went to work on acquiring Marlins slugger Giancarlo Stanton, which would have 
made them instant contenders. Everything seemed to be in order until Stanton announced he would not 
accept a trade to St. Louis. 
 
So Mozeliak went back to the drawing board, winding up with a decent consolation prize, Marcell 
Ozuna, who fits in quite nicely in the middle of the Cardinals lineup. And after waiting for the free-agent 
freeze to thaw, he picked up veteran closer Greg Holland. 
 
Perhaps Mozeliak’s most important acquisition was pitching coach Mike Maddux, who spent the last 
two seasons in Washington under Dusty Baker and is considered one of the best in the business. The 
Cardinals entered Tuesday’s game with the fourth-best ERA in the National League, despite having only 
one stud, Carlos Martinez, in the rotation. 
 
If Maddux can resurrect Adam Wainwright, who has posted ERAs of 4.62 and 5.11 the last two seasons, 
the Cardinals should be back in business. Wainwright was sharp in the 29-degree wind chill on Tuesday, 
throwing five shutout innings and looking rejuvenated after striking out Kyle Schwarber to escape a 
third-inning jam. 
 
Wainwright pumped his fist walking back to the dugout like he was pitching in the thick of a pennant 
race, not the middle of April. 
 
If this rivalry is to become great again, someone has to start the fire. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Joe Maddon seeks a blend of art and baseball in his charitable effort  
By Mark Gonzales 
 
The Cubs’ 7-8 start doesn’t resemble an oil painting, but manager Joe Maddon hopes his theme of art 
and baseball will translate to success on and off the field. 
 
A painting of Uncle Sam featuring several slogans was displayed outside the Cubs clubhouse prior to 
Tuesday night’s game, and Maddon plans to gauge the value of some of the artwork he has 
commissioned starting Wednesday night at the sold-out eighth annual Bricks and Ivy charity ball. 
 
Maddon said his Mona Lisa painting that was displayed in spring training and now features the 
signatures of Cubs players will be one of the items auctioned at the event, which has raised more than 
$5 million to nonprofit organizations in the area. 
 
Maddon’s original plan was to create the theme for the season but saw an avenue to make money solely 
for his Respect 90 Foundation as well as Cubs Charities. 
 
One of Maddon’s long-range goals is to promote arts in the Chicago area and he entertained the 
thought of starting Skype and reading programs. 
 
“I don’t think we use technology enough in order to reach out,” said Maddon, who believes these 
programs could help promote baseball. 
 



 

Maddon envisions a player taking 30 minutes out of a particular day in a month to reach out to students 
and could convince them to become a fan of a particular team. 
 
“You become attached based on that technological connection,” Maddon said. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Cubs hoping warmer weather with help starters' control woes  
By Mark Gonzales 
 
General manager Jed Hoyer isn’t about to jump to conclusions about the Cubs’ lack of clutch hitting and 
the short outings from starting pitchers that have resurfaced from last season. 
 
Hoyer believes his starters’ high walk rates, particularly those with normally good control and command, 
are attributable to the cold weather. 
 
“We have to wait until we’re playing in better (weather) conditions,” Hoyer said of judging control 
problems. “That said, the situational hitting is a work in progress awe have to work out.” 
 
Hoyer admitted the recent postponements have relieved the stress on a bullpen that has accounted for 
46 percent of the innings through the first 14 games. 
 
Still, he knows that’s not a permanent remedy. 
 
“To be effective and stay healthy long-term, we have to get long starts,” Hoyer said. 
 
Tuesday’s raw elements weren’t ideal, and almost as if to prove his point, starter Tyler Chatwood 
walked seven Cardinals in 4 2/3 innings while throwing 97 pitches. 
 
“But we have to play games,’ Hoyer said. “Backing these games up and having doubleheaders doesn’t 
help anybody.” 
 
Patch up: Willson Contreras planned to give Yadier Molina a warm greeting in their first face-to-face 
meeting since Molina took exception to comments Contreras made in January about aiming to be better 
than the Cardinals’ All-Star catcher and Buster Posey of the Giants. 
 
“I wish I could be better than him,” Contreras said. “I know I have a long way to go. And I wish I could 
play at the same level. But he has 13 more years than I do, and I want to keep improving and be humble 
listening to my coaches and teammates. Any advice they have for me, I’ll take it. 
 
“(Molina’s) going to be a Hall of Famer, and I look forward to see him getting that special ring. I still think 
he has a few more good years to keep playing baseball.” 
 
At the Cubs Convention, Contreras told the Sun-Times, “I used to watch a lot of (Molina and Posey), but 
now I’m watching myself because I know I’m going to be better than them. That’s my plan. That’s my 
(mindset).” 
 
That prompted Molina to respond on his Instagram account, “Respect the ranks,” with a photograph of 
Posey and Salvador Perez of the Royals. Contreras responded quickly on Twitter saying his comments 
were taken out of context. 



 

 
-- 


